The present investigation is concerned with a study of the inheritance and linkage relations of kinky coat, a new recessive mutation in the Norway rat. This mutation was discovered by Dr. H. W. Feldman in a stock of Norway rats at the University of Michigan and he kindly turned it over to me for a study of its linkage relations. Since this character has not to my knowledge been described in the literature, I shall give a brief description of it. The credit for its discovery, however, belongs to Dr. Feldman.
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The appearance of rats homozygous for this character is quite striking, as every hair is kinky giving the coat a distinctly curly appearance. Newborn rats that will later have a kinky coat can be distinguished from their normal sibs by their curly vibrissae.
Kinky is the second mutation of this kind to have been observed in the Norway rat, Dr. Helen Dean King (1932) having already described a dominant "curly coat" character which arose in a strain of captive gray Norway rats. Similar mutations affecting hair structure have been found in other rodents. Castle and Nachtsheim (1933) have described three genetic types of "rex" in the rabbit, all of which are recessive and indistinguishable in appearance. As in the kinky rats, rabbits homozygous for rex can be distinguished at birth by their curly vibrissae. The coat however is plushlike rather than kinky or curly, the guard hairs being largely lacking and the other hairs shortened. The genes for two of these rex mutations lie in the same chromosome. Crew (1933) Dr. Helen Dean King, from data in press, reports that tests made by her show kinky to be independent of the curly and brown mutations which, however, are linked with each other and constitute markers for a sixth chromosome. This being so, kinky will serve as a marker for a seventh chromosome, since it has been shown by other workers that the genes for agouti, pink-eye, hooded, blue dilution and hairless are independent of each other, and I have shown that kinky is linked with none of these.
Summary.-Kinky coat, a new mutation in the Norway rat, is shown to be a simple Mendelian recessive character, and since it is not linked with agouti, pink-eye, hooded, blue dilution or hairless (nor with curly and brown-King), its gene must lie in a seventh chromosome and may be used as a marker for that chromosome.
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